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ABSTRACT:
I will be designing and building a two stage, solid fuel composite structured 

sounding rocket capable of  reaching over 125 km (375,000 feet) on only 28,000 N·s 
of  impulse. The 2nd stage will build off  my very successful Project Stratos  independent 
work which successfully reached 39,125 feet AGL and Mach 2.9. The overall vehicle 
will have performance and size similar to that of  an instrumented Super Loki dart. 

If  successful, this vehicle will be the first student-built rocket to reach above the 
Karman Line (100 km) and into space, while also generally being both the smallest 
and lightest rocket (impulse and mass, respectively) ever. 

Overall, the project aims to show that a resolute focus on efficiency in vehicle 
design not only can allow for unprecedented altitudes to be reached with very little 
impulse, it is also the simplest, quickest, and most inexpensive route to reaching space. AERODYNAMIC DESIGN & ALTITUDE OPTIMIZATION

The design of  the vehicle happens in a couple different rocket vehcile
simulation programs. The simplest is OpenRocket, an open-source six-degree-
of-freedom flight simulation java program that allows for basic design and 
testing of  rocket vehicles but has severe limitations above Mach 1.5. RasAero II 
is used for more accurate altitude, drag, and Cp calculations all the way into the 
hypersonic regime, and ASTOS was used for our trajectory and dispersion 
analysis using Missle Datcom computed aerodynamics. 

Overall, over 410,000 feet of  altitude is expected to be reached from the 
Spaceport America launch site, with Max-Q occuring at T-4 seconds right 
before booster motor burnout at Mach 2.8 and 13,000 feet. Peak velocity is 
reached by the sustainer,  achieving Mach 5.8 at over 50,000 feet.

ELECTRONICS AND RECOVERY SYSTEM DESIGN
For the sake of  simplicity and space-efficiency, I choose the Entacore

AIM XTRA flight computer, in a dual fully redundant setup, for its:

Ø MAX 8Q avionics GPS chip capable of  15+ satellites in lock at once  
Ø 105g linear accelerometer  
Ø 16g triple axis accelerometer   
Ø Triple axis gyroscope  
Ø Triple axis magnetometer  
Ø 100 samples/sec on most data channels  
Ø 4 x 40 amp outputs  
Ø 50mW transmitter on the 433 MHz band with receiver for over 30km tracking 

range  
Ø Base station software has full real-time data collection during flight  
Ø Kalman filter integrates all sensors to accurately detect flight events

A 3-D printed mounting system was designed in CAD to house the Li-Po 
batteries, switches, and a GoPro HD video camera:

The recovery system is activated in by the electronics at apogee, where the 
rocket nosecone is separated by a pyrotechnic charge releasing the 12” aramid 
parachute. 

MOTIVATION:
Rockets of  the scale large enough to conduct scientific research have always been 
inordinately expensive. Orbital rockets cost on the order of  billions of  dollars, and 
even NASA’s affordable and low-cost sounding rocket research vehicles still incur 
costs on the order of  millions. However, with (relatively) available advances in 
composite materials, fabrication, and electronic control/measurement systems, the 
field of  rocketry is far more accessible than it has ever been. There is the possibility 
for incredible cost and material efficiency for small but highly efficient sounding 
rocket vehicles. A given peak flight altitude goal can be achieved with comparatively 
small but optimized flight vehicles using monocoque aluminum and composite 
airframes, rapid-prototyped 3-D printed parts and molds, high-temperature 
composite systems, computer designed and CNC produced parts, and advanced space 
and power efficient electronic systems.

DESIGN GOALS & CONSTRAINTS:
The defining constraints for this project were:
Ø $10,000 in external funding  to cover construction costs
Ø The rocket must be feasibly able to be built in a single year 

My personal design objectives were:
Ø Reach the Karman Line: at least 100 km or 328,000 feet
Ø Surpass Mach 5.0: become the first student built hypersonic vehicle

Some objectives the vehicle will not meet for the sake of  performance:
Ø Booster will be “dumb”, i.e. ballistic return and not tracked
Ø Sustainer will be single use: ablative surfaces will be used extensively, 

aluminum casing will most likely anneal post motor burn

ROCKET MOTOR:
Commercial APCP solid fuel rocket motors are the propulsion of  choice 

for this rocket. They are simple, reliable, low cost, and quite safe. The booster 
motor is an Aerotech O5040-X motor which has 22,680 Ns of  impulse, a 4.5 
second burn time, peak thrust of  6,990 newtons, 63.7% mass fraction, and 
236.4 second Isp. The sustainer motor is a Loki M1378, which has 5363.0 Ns 
of  impulse, a 3.9 second burn time, a peak thrust of  2,250 N and a 210 
second Isp.

COMPOSITES DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
The Project Stratos rocket will reach speeds in excess of  Mach 5.8 (~2,400 

mph) at an altitude of  around 50,000 feet, subjecting the vehicle to extreme 
pressures and temperatures that will only be survivable by extremely strong, stiff, 
and high temperature composites. All primary composite structures are 
constructed using TenCate TC420 toughened cyanate ester resin which has a Tg
of  over 660 degrees Fahrenheit. It is an out of  autoclave resin system developed 
for  the ORION reentry heat shield, and has an easy 350 F initial cure and 500 F 
freestanding post cure.

MACHINED PARTS DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
Over two dozen separate CNC tool paths were required to build this vehicle, 

on everything from a standard hass miniMill to a 4 axis machine. 

SUMMARY & FUTURE PLANS
The rocket will be launched from an 16’ supported launch tower at 

SpacePort America in New Mexico on May 27th. The FAA’s Office of  
Commercial Space Transport (AST) has approved our Class 3-like flight waiver 
and data package, and the vehicle will be shipped out to the facility by May 16th. 
Final ground testing of  deployment and ignition systems is currently underway. 


